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Building A Covenant
Simply put, a covenant is an agreement. Throughout the Old Testament, we see covenants being
made between God and His people. And, we celebrate the New Covenant made with us in
Jesus Christ. Covenants can set a foundation of care and love which guide how people treat one
another as God intended. Covenants can also be used as a curb to guide the behaviors of your
group at the Youth Gathering and beyond.
As you formulate your covenant, it will be important to keep in mind your specific group dynamics.
What may be pertinent for one youth ministry, may not need consideration by another.
A few key components
• Your covenant should be created BY your group, FOR your group. Let your participants have a
say in the items included. By making them part of the process, they are more apt to follow and
enforce the rules.
• Don’t overwhelm your participants. Choose carefully what you include but make it reasonable
for them to remember and follow. Set them up for success.
• Be sure your adults are part of the process and that they sign it too.
• If you plan excursions prior to or following the gathering, you may want an “addendum” of
sorts, specific to your locations.
Inclusion Options
Consider potential scriptural pieces and broader pieces that are helpful in designing a covenant.
• 10 Commandments and parts of their meanings
• If we have a conflict with someone in our group, we will resolve it promptly through both
challenge and grace.
• We will live out Philippians 2:4 in our group, “…look(ing) not to our own interests, but also to
the interests of others.
• We will live out Ephesians 4:32 in our group, “Be(ing) kind to one another, tenderhearted,
forgiving one another, as God in Christ forgave you.”
• We will focus on why we are participating and seek to understand how God is teaching and
preparing us.
• We commit to being respectful of the hotel and each other’s property as we are ambassadors
for our church and Christ.
• We will represent Jesus in our dress, speech, and behavior, recognizing that God is giving us
opportunities to witness to and share His love with others.
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Consider logistical and communication pieces as well.
We will stay in groups of 4 or more.
•
We will be with an adult when we move from one building to another (hotel to
•
the convention center, hotel to mass transit, convention center to meals, etc.)
We will stay in our hotel after our last evening activity until breakfast time.
•
•
If guys need to be in a girls’ room or girls need to be in a guys’ room, the door will be propped
open. OR As event participants, we agree to have adult supervision while in hotel rooms when
mixed genders are present.
•
We will make a plan for each day and communicate with our adult leaders about where we are
going.
We will be respectful of those in our group, our adult leaders, event authorities and those we
•
encounter along the way.
We will pay attention to the time and be prompt for group gatherings.
•
We will respond cheerfully when we are reminded to drink more water.
•
We will respond cheerfully when we need to stand in yet another long line.
•
We will respond cheerfully when we face another health requirement such as masks, health
•
screens, etc.
We commit to prioritizing the safety of others and ourselves, so that we can focus on our
•
relationship with God in this environment.
We commit to trusting and communicating with our leaders this weekend.
•
We commit to welcoming and including others and building friendships.
•
We commit to having fun in Jesus’ name.
•
We understand that illegal activity, including underage drinking and drug use, by event
•
participants is prohibited both on and off site during the event. We also encourage adult
leaders to follow the example of event hosts and abstain from consuming alcohol during the
event to emphasize the importance of the example they set.
We will report any illness or personal emergency to our group leader. If we cannot find our
•
group leader or need additional help, we will go to Gathering representative or security
personnel.
We understand that if we break or damage anything at the event hotel, we are responsible for
•
working with the hotel and fully paying for the repair.
If we choose not to follow these rules & regulations, we understand and accept the
•
consequences decided upon by our adult leaders and/or Gathering representatives. We
suggest the consequences be consistent and grace-based. Adult leaders and parents will
want to understand the consequences prior to the Gathering. This includes what behavior
might require a person to return home.
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•

•

Gathering planners have provided a separate document about creating cell phone/screen time
covenants. The details of that agreement can be included in one covenant, or a separate
covenant can be created.
We agree to abide by the guidelines stated above and to help one another abide by them as
well.

Parent Signature: ______________________________________________ Date: _____________
Participant Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: ____________
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Technology Covenant
The extent to which participants can use their phones and other devices during the Gathering is at the
discretion of their Adult Leaders. The use of cell phones and social media is meant to enhance the
Gathering experience, not distract from it. Key points from the Gathering will be understood
regardless of participants’ use of these devices.
Congregational Things to Consider in Creating Cell Phone/Screen Time Covenants
1. Groups will use social media and phones as part of Gathering programming (Bible Study,
Interactive Center, Sessions and Mass Events).
• Share photos and videos of your Gathering experience by using hashtags connected to
the Gathering on social media! You can find those hashtags and more by following
LCMS Youth Gathering on most platforms.
• The Gathering App will be a warehouse of information! See below for more info!
2. Some participants use their phones to access Bible apps which can light up in darker
atmospheres. Discuss how these can be used appropriately and without distraction.
3. The Gathering encourages groups to set limits on screen times. Some groups will add a
statement in their covenant that is agreed upon by all participants and leaders. A few
examples follow these guidelines:
• Make times every day where students do not use their phones, either during the day or
at night once the group is back at the hotel after Mass Event.
• Use your covenant as an opportunity to teach screen Sabbath time
• Talk about they can keep phones off/silent at night to ensure they get good rest to
enjoy each day.
• It is important that Adult Leaders model the behavior agreed upon by the group.
• You can even enforce this on some phones by setting time limits on social media app
usage.
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4. The Gathering is a good place to demonstrate and teach social interaction. Consider setting
the following boundaries for your group…
• Phones can be a distraction for being present. It is hard for youth to disconnect from
events/friends back home. For others, phones can give comfort to those feeling
anxious about being away.
• While some students might be using their phones for appropriate and healthy tasks, it’s
important to talk about how phone usage can impact relationships and how well you are
listening to others.
• Some groups collect phones at different events including meals and Community Group
time.
• Make a daily connection with parents/guardians at home and share a key moment in the
day.
It’s important to remember that teens have grown up with smart phones in their hands, and that 70% of young
adults say they feel anxious without their phones1. When you put regulations on phones, you are challenging not
only usage, but potentially stirring emotions youth need help dealing with. Fear of missing out is a real thing and
doesn’t go away at the Gathering. Help students navigate this and support each other. This can be easier than
you think since 60% believe their generation spends too much time on screens2.

5. You may need to pay for access to WIFI, such as planes and hotels. Due to the overwhelming
number of users, prepare for free WIFI networks to be slow.
6. Consider downloading content (music, movies and shows) before traveling.
7. Be fully present with your group and be prepared to adjust as necessary. Use
discernment and adjust your cell phone covenant as necessary during the Gathering through
conversation to ensure everyone is getting the most from their experience.
8. As supportive adults watch your own phone usage. Have other adults or youth hold you
accountable as well to make you are putting your phone away to engage with youth.
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9. Utilize the Gathering app to help personalize your Gathering experience. Build your schedule,
check out Sessions and Speaker information, and learn about exhibitors and
sponsors. (Additional gamification may be available at the time of the Gathering.) Take time
during a Gathering planning meeting to download the app and have youth navigate it. Please
note the Gathering App will be made available for free in app stores in late spring 2022.
• Consider making a challenge out of getting the most out of the Gathering app:
i. Click 2 speakers you want to see at the Gathering.
ii. Click 2 places in the Interactive Center you want to visit.
iii. Add others that are applicable to your group needs.

Possible Covenant Statements
We Agree… (Check all that are agreed upon)
that having a cell phone as a youth participant is a privilege and not a right.
that I will honor no cell phone times established by my Adult Leaders.
I will not give away my cell number or social media handles to strangers or leave it in places
where it can be seen by strangers.
I will be cautious about new followers or friend requests from people I don’t know or who I have
just met. I will not meet anyone I have just met online in person at the Gathering without an
adult present.
If I have a conflict, I will first address it with the youth and adult leaders at the Gathering,
before contacting my parents back home. While parental support is important, disappointment
and conflict are best dealt with in person as a group.
that if I am asked to turn off my cell phone by any adult, I will do it with respect and not
complain.
that when I am in conversation with a person or participating in a Gathering event, I will not use
my phone.
that I will stay fully present in the Gathering experience instead of being distracted by social
media or friends back home.
that I will stay aware of my surroundings and be considerate of others in the city instead of
being consumed by screens.
that I will not post inappropriate photos or messages that speak negatively about myself or
others.
that if I receive an inappropriate message from someone, I will inform an Adult Leader.
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that I will remain positive about my experience while sending pictures, texting, on social media,
or phone calls.
that I will honor night time quiet times by shutting off my phone notifications from 11 pm-8 am.
that I will leave my cell phone in my pocket or out of sight while at meals during the Gathering
and not have it on the table.
that if I lose or break my cell phone, I will be responsible for replacing or fixing it.
If I don’t follow these statements, I will face the consequences of losing the privilege of my
phone for an agreed upon amount of time.
Parent Signature: ______________________________________________ Date: _____________
Participant Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: ____________
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Sample Meeting Agendas
In the timeline we provide, we suggest meeting with your whole congregational group and just your
adult leaders several times in the year leading up to the Gathering. Planning Meetings with youth,
parents and adult leaders can be adjusted to your needs. Some congregations may need fewer
standalone Gathering meetings due to other opportunities to connect with parents and youth. Some
“Adult Leader Meeting” material and planning may be communicated or decided over email rather
than a face-to-face meeting.
Below are included basic agendas for
• 5 for youth/adult participants (with at least two with parents/families)
• 3 for only adult leaders being led by the Primary Adult Leader
Youth and Adult Participant Meeting #1: Promote and Recruit!
When: by September 2021
Why: Use this meeting to cast vision on why you go to Youth Gathering, gather interest and
excitement. Hopefully you have been talking up the LCMS Youth Gathering long before this meeting,
but this is the “starting of the process/ excitement” part of the journey. We also want parents and
youth to be able to ask questions about the experience.
Who: Adult leaders and youth; add parents! This is as much for parents as youth to garner
excitement!
How Long: Approximately 90 minutes, if you include a meal!
• Lunch and mingle if you hold a meal- make it fun and family friendly! (30ish min)
• Open in Prayer when ready to start the meeting!
• Devotion or Bible Study!
o By August there will be at least one Bible study and another shorter devotion for you to
use. These will focus on the theme, In All Things, and key verses in Colossians. Be sure
to check for updates and new resources on the Gathering website. (20 min)
• Show “Gathering in 60 Seconds” video (1 min)
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•

•

•

•

LCMS Youth Gathering - What is it and why is it a big deal?
o Give a general overview of what the Gathering is, why your congregation values it,
what’s the end goal and what to expect. You can pull information from the “About”
page on the Gathering website.
o Share what you learned if you went to the National Lutheran Youth Workers
Convention in Houston. (20 min)
Critical Details
o Share Gathering dates, cost, registration deadlines, initial travel info, fundraising
timelines and information that parents need to know. While you might not know all your
details now, this is a good time to share the what you do know and your initial
plan. (20 min)
Questions?
o Open the floor for questions from teens and parents. It can be good to familiarize
yourself with the FAQ on the Gathering website before the meeting. (10 min)
End in Prayer

Youth and Adult Participant Meeting #2: Community and Covenant
When: by November 2021
Why: Use this meeting to build community among your group. Build relationships, grow in trust and
respect, set boundaries for behaviors and expectations.
Who: Adult leaders and youth participants- everyone committed to going to the Gathering!
How Long: Approximately 90 minutes
• Open in Prayer and Devotion (10 min)
o On the Gathering website there will be a series of Bible studies and shorter devotions
for you to use. These will focus on the theme, In All Things, and key verses in
Colossians. Be sure to check for updates and new resources regularly for you to use.
• Community Building Icebreaker Games
o These are particularly helpful as you start to develop your group. You can pick any game
you like but be sure to keep it light, easy for everyone to do and not require a lot of deep
sharing or physical touch. This may also be a good time to connect youth with their
Community Group if your group is larger. Here are two examples:
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Game #1 – M&M
Icebreaker Pass around a large bag of M&Ms and let everyone take a
handful without eating any. (If you need to social distance, you can give out little
bags of candy.) They can take as many as they want as long as there is enough
for everyone. Even if people don’t want to eat them, they should take a few. Do
not give any other instructions. Once everyone has their M&Ms, they are asked
to share one thing about themselves for each M&M. You can pick a topic or
question for each color, like green is a hobby you enjoy and red is a favorite book
or movie. Let everyone share based on their number of candies. (15 min)
 Game #2 - Scribblish Supplies: timer, paper cut into long, skinny strips
(about 2”by11”), pencils. Everyone gets a piece of paper and at the top writes a
person, place or thing that can be drawn. Everyone passes their paper to the
left. The next person draws an image to represent that word, like Pictionary,
directly below that. They fold the top word back and pass to the left only showing
the picture they drew. The next person writes down the word what they think the
picture is. They then fold back the picture and pass it to the left so only their word
is showing. You continue like this around the group until the sheet get back to the
person it belongs to. You can then unfold them and see who was able to stay the
closest (or who went the furthest) from the original word. (10 min)
LCMS Youth Gathering- What is it and why are we all going?
o Overview of the week in the Gathering city and what to expect; share what you learned if
you went to the National Lutheran Youth Workers Convention in the Gathering city that
summer (15 min)
Covenant and Pre-Gathering Expectations
o Share what your church’s expectations are for youth PRIOR to the week of
the Gathering. This is different from church to church but usually includes fundraising,
meeting participation and other topics. Take time to use the covenant and technology
covenant pieces provided on the website to create your unique group covenant. Start
the process on what behavior is encouraged and what behaviors are
not acceptable prior to and during the event. Have youth speak into the pieces and
language of the covenant so they have greater ownership of their collective
behavior. You can revisit this later on and then sign it in your last meeting. (25 min)
Fundraisers
• Share information and expectations for future fundraisers (10 min)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (5 min)
End in Prayer


•

•

•
•
•
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Youth and Adult Participant Meeting #3: Build Your Team!
When: by February 2022
Why: Use this meeting to build greater community and teamwork by playing together. This is a great
place to start empowering your youth to work together and consider how they can serve and lead.!
Who: Adult leaders and youth participants- everyone committed to going to the Gathering!
How Long: Approximately 60-90 minutes
• Open in Prayer and Devotion (15 min)
o On the Gathering website there will be a series of Bible studies and shorter devotions
for you to use. These will focus on the theme, In All Things, and key verses in
Colossians. Be sure to check for updates and new resources regularly for you to use.
• Team Building Game: Tallest Tower
o Supplies: gumdrops, dry spaghetti, paper, tape or paperclips, other odds and ends
o Split into teams or your Community Groups and give each the same amount of materials
to each group. Give them 10 minutes to see who can build the biggest freestanding
tower. Afterwards, it is helpful to debrief about how you communicated, made
decisions, and supported each other as you were building. (15 min)
• Team Building Game #2: Moon Landing (Download the information here.)
o Supplies: Print out of activity information and pencils
o You are a member of a space crew scheduled to rendezvous with a mother ship on the
lighted surface of the moon. However, due to mechanical difficulties, your own ship was
forced to land at a spot 200 miles from the rendezvous point. Survival depends on
reaching the mother ship, the most critical items available must be chosen for the 200mile trip.15 items are listed as being intact and undamaged after landing. Your task is to
rank them in terms of their importance for your crew, to allow them to reach the
rendezvous point. The 'expert' answers were compiled by a team of scientists and
engineers at NASA. (20 min)
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•

•
•

Empower your crew
o Encourage your youth to own as much of the experience as possible. Hopefully in your
adult meeting you have discussed ways in which you can pass off responsibility,
like restaurant reservations and research, fun stuff to do before or after the Gathering in
the city, leading Community Groups time, travel pieces, etc. Use their familiarity with
technology, apps, their phones, etc., to your advantage!
o One way you can do this is break your group up to handle a few simple activities.
• Utilize “How to lead a devotion” to help students prepare to lead preparation or
Community Group devotions.
• Use “Youth Opportunities to Serve in the Houston Community” to help youth
think through how the group can keep a servant mindset throughout.
• Create a group to help support and strategize how to connect and share the
experience of the Gathering to parents, congregation and peers.
• If you have a group of musicians, share with them any Gathering music that’s
been released or look forward to that release date and have them learn it. (20
min)
T-shirt Planning
o If you plan to do a congregational t-shirt for your group, this is a great time to get ideas
from your youth.
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10 min)
End in Prayer

Youth and Adult Participant Meeting #4: Experience and Planning
When: April 2022
Why: Use this meeting to help participants begin to make plans to personalize the
experience, prepare them for the experience, and help them to take the most out of the experience
Who: Adult leaders and youth participants- everyone committed to going to the Gathering!
How Long: Approximately 60-90 minutes
• Open in Prayer
• Devotion (15 min)
o On the Gathering website there will be a series of Bible studies and shorter devotions
for you to use. These will focus on the theme, In All Things, and key verses in
Colossians. Be sure to regularly check for updates and new resources for you to use.
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Former Gathering Attendees
o Invite 2-3 former youth that have attended previous Youth Gatherings, to come and
share their experiences and what to expect with this year’s crew. (20 min)
App Planning (20 min)
o Have youth who can download the app for the Gathering. Within the app there will be
listed the different opportunities for sectionals, on-site servant events and exhibitors.
Give youth time to explore the possibilities and encourage conversation with others in
the group. When they have had a chance to begin to see how they might personalize
their experience, ask them…
• What are a few things you want to be absolutely sure to experience and why?
• What are some opportunities here that you won’t get in other places?
• What do you want to bring back from the experience?
Traveling and Etiquette Planning
o Spend some time as a group talking through travel etiquette and planning. Many young
people will not have traveled without their parents and may not know basic pieces we
take for granted. This can include tipping in restaurants, hotel maids, and other
appropriate places. If you are flying, consider what they may not know if they haven’t
flown recently. Youth will need to be reminded to have a photo ID and how to protect
their valuables at the hotel and throughout the city. You can make it fun and include how
to pack a suitcase, how to navigate the city, and other topics in travel they may
experience. (20 min)
Finances and Fundraising Update
o Explore what is still needed and what youth are responsible for. If you have made your
fundraising goal, consider having youth write thank you notes. (5-10 min)
Covenant Reminders
o Revisit your pre-Gathering behavior, covenant and technology covenant. This can be
especially true if youth are not participating in pre-event activities as they should. Ask
youth if there’s anything they would like to change, remove or add to the covenant. (10
min)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10 min)
End in Prayer
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Youth and Adult Participant Meeting #5: Final Details and Prayer
When: June 2022 (or about 2 weeks prior to leaving)
Why: Use this meeting to gather final documents, share final information and details, and pray over
the crew going!
Who: Adult leaders, youth participants & parents!
How Long: Approximately 90 minutes
• Open in Prayer
• Final Gathering theme devotion or Bible Study
o On the Gathering website there will be a series of Bible studies and shorter devotions
for you to use. These will focus on the theme, In All Things, and key verses in
Colossians. Be sure to check for updates and new resources regularly for you to use. (15
min)
• Review Final Details, Finances and Fundraising Update
o Explore what is still needed. Share travel details, packing list and all information to
make sure everyone knows everything necessary to leave healthily and on time. Don’t
forget to collect any forms you will need! (10-15 min)
• Review how Parents and Congregations Can Connect During Gathering
o Encourage parents and youth ministry champions in your congregation to watch the live
stream of the mass events. Talk with youth and parents about how much contact to
expect and how youth can share the experience while still being sure to stay present at
the event. (10 min)
• Covenant Reminders
o Revisit your covenant of Gathering behavior including your technology covenant.
Ask youth and parents if there’s anything they would like to change, remove or add to
the covenant. Have youth and parents physically sign a collective poster of the
covenant. Post this on your hotel room door at the hotel during the Gathering to remind
all youth of their expected behavior during the trip. (10 min)
• Make plan for bringing the experience back to the Congregation
o Share with the group any follow up meetings and plans to share the experience with
the congregation when you return. (10 min)
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•

Pray!
Spend some intentional time in prayer for your group; have parents gather around and
lay hands on their child and pray individually; pray as small groups; pray as a large
group. This would be an awesome opportunity to invite your pastor or other pastoral
staff to this meeting to join you and lead you in this time of intentional prayer for safety,
experience, and spiritual transformation for your crew. You could even have some
intentional time for worship together too! Give details on when the Commissioning
service and congregational blessing will happen. (20-30 min)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10-20 min)
End in Prayer
o

•
•
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Sample Adult Leader Meeting Agenda
Adult Leader Meeting #1: Intros, Expectations, and Invitations
When: August 2021
Why: get to know your team, share expectations and start making plans
Who: Adult leaders already selected and committed to joining you for this experience!
How Long: Approximately 60-90 minutes
• Open in Devotion & Prayer (10 min)
• Get to Know Your Adult Team
o Introduce yourselves, your experience at the Gathering and why they wanted to go on to
the Gathering. This is also (20 min)
• Introduction to Gathering
o This may be less important if you have experienced adults, but consider showing the
following Gathering videos (5 min):
• What is the Gathering? https://youtu.be/QbGw8dVAvMc
• 2019 Gathering in 60 Seconds: https://youtu.be/hOECFFmfaa8
• Impact of the Gathering: https://youtu.be/4YOHnnLS2Ng
• 2016 Gathering Recap Video: https://youtu.be/6By6AZmW8VY
• Expectations of Adult Leaders
o Share what your expectations are for your adult leaders. You can use the “Selecting
Adults” resource to talk about what we hope adult leaders will do and to work through
specific job descriptions. This time can be extended for adult leaders to share some of
their strengths and gifts they bring to the team. (20 min)
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Review Online LCMS Youth Ministry resources (10 min)
o Gathering website: Take some time to familiarize your team with the Gathering website
and all the tools found there noting that resources will continue to be added to the
website
o Youth Ministry Leader Facebook Group: Connect with over 4,000 other Gathering
Adult Leaders to ask questions, discuss youth ministry-related topics and be mutually
encouraged as we together prepare for the Gathering.
o End Goals Podcast: This is a short podcast put out every other week that focuses on
youth ministry topics. In the year up to the Gathering and beyond, some of the episodes
will speak directly to the Gathering experience.
o youthESource.com: Your one-stop shop for free LCMS Youth Ministry resources. New
Bible studies, devotions, skits, games, youth culture articles and blog posts are added
every week.
Nuts & Bolts: Adult Leader Costs
o Review any adult leader costs and their responsibilities to fundraise. If you haven’t
already, have them give information for them to go through background checks. Finally,
review what’s needed next, including specifically task for them to help you invite and
prepare youth to join. (15 minutes)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10 min)
End in Prayer

Adult Leader Meeting #2: Caring for Your Youth
When: January 2022
Why: Focus on ways that you can care for your youth before, during and after
Who: Adult leaders joining you for the Gathering
How Long: Approximately 60-90 minutes
• Open in Devotion & Prayer (10 min)
• Creating Community Groups
o If your group is more than 5-8 youth, it might be beneficial to separate them into
Community Groups. Take time to consider the best way to do that so youth feel
comfortable sharing openly and honestly with the youth and adults in their group. (15
min)
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Planning District Event
o By this point in the planning process, you should know more from your District
Coordinator about your District event. Discuss how this might fit into your plans and
budget. (10 min)
Second Chair and Leadership Roles
o Your Primary Adult Leader (PAL) will be the one who communicates regularly with our
office. However, it can be helpful to have a second chair leader who is familiar with all
the paperwork, plans, travel and hotel itinerary, and other key pieces. This way if your
PAL was unable to help for any reason, your group would still feel confident. This is a
great time to choose that person and to discuss other roles like helping with food,
taking pictures, social media posting for your congregation and more. (10 min)
Handling Difficult Issues and Crisis
o Use resources provided on the Gathering Website and YouthESource to talk about how
to handle when difficult issues or crisis come up with your group. The Gathering often
brings up challenging topics, and it’s important to prepare. Ensure everyone has both
the HelpLine, each other and student numbers in their phones. (20 min)
Risk Management
o Have a quick conversation to review the risk management procedures from your
congregation. This should include things like never being alone with a youth,
encouraging youth to listen to Blue Crew and Young Adult Volunteer instructions, and
keeping appropriate boundaries. You can refer to the written resource on the website or
the End Goals podcast on risk management. (15 min)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10-20 min)
End in Prayer

Adult Leader Meeting #3: Review the Plans and Finding Support
When: May 2022
Why: to pray for each student and finalize/review the plan for the event
Who: Adult leaders joining you for the Gathering
How Long: Approximately 60-90 minutes
• Open in Devotion & Prayer
o During this time pray for each youth specifically by name and with specific requests for
that young person. (10 min)
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Adult Leader Sessions
o Review the app and discuss what adult leader sessions each adult wants to attend.
While your availability to do this might be limited, we do encourage adult leaders to plan
ahead to take advantage of these trainings. (15 min)
Hotel Rooming Assignments
o Review the hotel room assignments and make sure everyone feels confident about
them. Include some time to check the best transport or walking strategy from your
hotel. (10 min)
Review Event Plans
o Go through your event plan from your commissioning service to sharing about your
event with your congregation. Plans will change and nothing will go exactly like you
expect so be willing to be flexible. However, having every adult on the same page helps
make sure your youth have the best experience. (20 min)
Review Covenant and Technology Covenant
o Make sure everything important is included. Encourage adults that their adherence to
the covenant is important, too. Review what appropriate discipline you will collectively
use and support. Once you are done, make copies for every participant to have. (10
min)
Extra Adult Packing List
o Work together to decide what additional items adults should pack including a first aid
kit, extra sunscreen, etc. This is also a time when you can consider supportive adult
connections like post-its of encouragement for in the hotel room or cards you can write
to each youth (or parents or both) during the event to encourage them that they will
receive upon coming home. (15 min)
Questions, Comments, Reminders of What’s Next! (10-20 min)
End in Prayer
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Leading a Large Group
First, let’s define a “large” group. The average church in the LCMS brings 10 students and 3 adult
leaders. For the unique challenges that come with bringing a large group, we can safely define a
“large” group as any group of more than 25 students and 5 adult leaders. Check out the bullets below
of some tips, tricks and resources from veteran Primary Adult Leaders, DCE’s and pastors who have
led large groups to the Gathering before:
Small Groups
• Create small groups within your larger group. Girls or guys, mixed groups and grades,
whatever you think is best. Make a few groups of no more than 4-6 youth and 1 adult leader. In
all pre-gathering meetings, allow time for team building, getting to know each other and trust
building.
•

Make sure at least one adult leader doesn't have a small group. A floater if you will. That way
when an emergency arises (and it will every trip with a large group) you have a leader who can
handle the emergency, so you aren't down a small group leader.

•

Train your leaders to listen actively and intently to your students. Go deep, ask questions that
make the student think about what they are learning. This trip could be the first time a kid is
traveling without a parent. By listening to the student's anxiety, homesickness, friend
drama, etc, you can fix issues before the student burns out or has an anxiety attack. With a
larger group it can be harder to see the issues with a particular student, and thus harder to see
an issue when it first rears its head. Students are more likely to open up in a smaller group.
Especially those who struggle with anxiety and depression. Even consider using a training like
Mental Health First Aid to prepare them to care for teens.

•

Make sure your leaders are getting face time with their small group multiple times a day, and
not just texting to check in. Use this time to ask them questions, hang out, be a listening
ear. The hope is that they become supportive adults these youth can count on long term
as lasting relationship blossom on this trip.
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Engage Youth in Service and Leadership
• Get your student’s input as much as possible. When you can, let them give meaningful input
into the experience. If there are a few options on food, schedule, or planning that are equally
acceptable to the adults, give them the ability to choose. Listen to ideas they have that might
be what you never considered, but extremely helpful.
•

Get small groups serving the whole group by helping with the organizing and planning. Give
each small group a task like making a restaurant reservation ahead of time for the
whole group or having an activity/game that can be done when the group is waiting. Be sure to
give them important information (like budget and schedule) and support as you
do. Empowering your students and other adult leaders relieves some of the planning
burden from the Primary Adult Leader (PAL), but it also teaches them life skills, responsibility,
communication skills and accountability!

•

Empower your older student leaders to take responsibility for the trip, during the trip. Make
them prayer leaders, student small group leaders working with the adult
leader, assigned mentors for younger students who might be overwhelmed or even the person
who helps ensure everyone drink enough water. You can even ask them what kinds of roles
they might be good in. Give the students the power to make the trip better for everyone
attending.

•

Consistently remind and teach youth and adults to be flexible, to be ready for the unexpected,
and be able to roll with the punches. Large groups always tend to have more unexpected
things pop up, no matter how well you plan your every move. Having an attitude of joy and
peace amidst the potential chaos will help your group roll with it too! Groups of people
traveling together and hanging out with a lack of sleep over a long period of time, can quickly
turn negative. Ask students help in trouble shooting problems that occur. Start each day in
your room, small group or large group by having everyone shout out a word to "elevate
encouragement." This will help your group own the morning and own the day with positivity
amidst whatever struggles arise.
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Adult Leader Resources

Building Community with Youth and Adults
We want every church to develop a group that has solid relationships, trust, and grace. Every adult
leader should desire to be a supportive adult to the youth in at the Gathering. This might be
intimidating at times, so here are some tools for you to get beyond shallow questions like “How’s
school?”. Instead we hope it empowers you to initiate relationships with students and demonstrate
your interest in them.
Supportive Adults are a critical part of healthy youth ministry. These adults should regularly check in,
provide a listening ear, and develop mutual trust with a young person. They should model and
encourage faithful worship, Bible study, and prayer. Supportive adults show consistent, genuine
interest and find ways to celebrate and encourage them. All this helps each young person to feel seen
and known by an adult who has their best interest at heart.
Work with your other adult leaders to identify how you might work together to ensure every youth has
an adult they can count on. If you can, meet regularly together as adults in preparation for caring for
your youth.
Engaging with students is overwhelming for many adults. Teenagers seem to speak their own
language, observe their own social codes, and in some cases behave as a culture unto themselves.
As an adult, it is not your role to become part of the culture, but to be an effective ambassador.
Listen, share, laugh, give, and take delight in the students in your care. Here are a few ideas that can
get you started.
Consider These 10 Tips for Supportive Adults Engaging Youth
1. Don't stand in a corner and wait for a teen to talk to you. Be bold and brave. Approach
teens standing alone or teens in groups and introduce yourself. "Hi, I'm_______ . I should know
your name but I'm sorry I don't.” This is scary but remember, you're not in high school and you
don't have to be cool... just genuine, kind, caring. Be yourself! Teenagers can smell
inauthenticity.
2. Ask about safe things and then listen for connections. What year are you in high school?
Where do you live? What’s the best thing about your life right now? What inspires you? (There
are more listed below and a “game” to help you get started). Be genuine about your interest
and earn the right to hear their vulnerabilities. Don’t dig too deep too soon, but over time,
continue to listen and learn about them to earn that right.
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3. At youth events, join in as much as possible. Be a participant with youth: play games, be in
discussion groups, spread out. Don’t just sit on the sidelines and watch.
4. Affirm teens honestly every way you can: you’re having a great hair day, I noticed you are so
comfortable talking to others, I noticed you always willing to help, I noticed you seem to be a
great listener. Even if they seem confident, teens need to hear positive things you see in
them.
5. If there are 10 teens in the room tonight, make sure you talk to all 10 tonight. If that’s too much,
make sure each teen gets a personal conversation with at least one supportive adult.
6. Don't try to be a teen but don't go parental if you're not their parent. Listen, affirm, if you feel
life advice is needed, ask permission to give it: "Would you like to know how a parent might
think in this situation?" Even: "Is it more important for me to just listen right now or are you
looking for guidance on that?"
7. Build bridges between parents and teens: do listen but don't take sides. When you can, help
teens understand what it means to honor parents, even when it is hard. A good question to ask
is... "Wow, what do you think God wants you to do in this situation?"
8. Men, build relationships with guys. Women, build relationships with girls. When you are
building relationships across gender be very sure to keep the topics safe and be clear about
healthy boundaries. In general, never be alone with teens or plan outings alone. Always have
parental permission for any outing with your group.
9. Always listen more than you talk. Listen for understanding. Ask open-ended questions. Don't
share your wild teenage experiences to impress teens or build common ground unless
something you learned could be of benefit in a situation they have discussed.
10. Always be looking for ways to protect teens in groups. Help engage those who are more
hesitant. Steer the group away from put downs or sarcasm. Make sure that you correct
students away from the group if possible. In general, never yell, use profanity or ever use any
kind of physical discipline.
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Three Ways to Engage Youth
Talking with youth can sometimes be a challenge, especially when you are getting to know them. It
can be additionally challenging when you are doing it in a group. Here are three ways you can get a
conversation going with your youth.
Either / Or
This is a forced value or forced choice game similar to “Would You Rather” style question
games. Explain that they may sometimes feel like they are neither, but they "get" to choose one or the
other. You can do this casually at a meal or involve them physically by having them go to opposite
sides of the room. Either way, have people share with a small group or with the whole group for what
reason they choose what they did.
You may preface each choice with a question (i.e. Would you rather travel in a Hot air balloon or
sports car? Or when you shop for groceries are you...Random/Deliberate?) or simply have read the
two items and let their minds fly with the reasons why they might be Either/Or.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Morning person / Night person
Planner / Wing-er
Plain / Jelly-filled
Cake/ Pie
Phoebe / Monica (from Friends)
Dwight / Jim (from The Office)
Extrovert / Introvert (This is how you recharge your energy stores, either with people or
alone.)
Random / Deliberate
iPhone / Android
Netflix / Amazon Prime/Disney Plus
Hot air balloon / sports car
Mountain Cabin / Oceanfront cottage
Sunset / Sunrise

Come up with your own creative Either/Or choices. The possibilities are endless!
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20 Questions to Get Started
This is extremely effective tool for listening and engaging. Start off by asking a basic question. For
example, "Sarah, what is something you like to do?" Then after she responds, take a bit of
information and ask questions about that.
Sarah: "I like to listen to music."
You: "What type of music do you like to listen to?"
Sarah: "Ed Sheeran, The Weeknd, Taylor Swift, and Olivia Rodrigo”
(Note: take 1 piece of information and ask about it.)
You: "Oh yeah, what is your favorite Taylor Swift song?"
Sarah: "The whole folklore album is amazing."
You: “What about it is amazing?”
The great thing about this game is that you can truly invest in a relationship and not know a thing
about Taylor Swift. You are showing interest and care about their life and passions. This game is
almost foolproof if you're committed to asking questions as long as the response provides more to
ask about.
See if as you ask questions if you can find connection between the student and yourself. If you keep
asking, they'll keep talking and eventually you will find some commonality that will help you build
relationship. Or you will simply get to know them better. Keep your interest up, because students will
know if you are apathetic. Avoid making it sound like it’s an interrogation!
Practice asking a student from your church questions and see where you can go with it. Set some
goals like, "I'm going to talk with a new student each time I'm at church." Soon enough you will be
engaged in their lives and have the opportunity to share your faith or speak truth.
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9 Conversation Starting Questions:
1. What's your favorite food? Favorite sport? Type of music?
2. Which is better: the mountains or the beach? Playing video games or sports? Hamburgers or
hot dogs? Coke or Pepsi?
3. What's your family like? How many brothers/sisters do you have?
4. Who's your best friend? What do you like to do together?
5. What's the best movie you've watched lately?
6. If the earth was destroyed and you were able to escape, which three people and what three
things would you take with you?
7. If you go anywhere, where would you go?
8. What activities are you involved in?
9. If you could do anything this year, what would you do?
10 Questions to Take Your Conversation to the Next Level
The point of talking with students is to develop a trusting relationship with them. After finding out
their fun facts, begin asking questions that will move your conversations deeper.
Note: You should not move through all levels of questions in the first night or use all questions
with the same youth. Building relationships takes time and shows that you are committed to
developing your understanding of the youth. Earn the right to hear their fears, vulnerabilities,
stories and celebrations. Respect and trust are mutually earned.
1. What is your big dream in life? What hurdles are preventing you from reaching that goal, and
how do you plan to overcome them?
2. Who can you be really honest and your authentic self with and who you can trust to be open
and honest with you?
3. Who or what has recently impacted your life? How has it changed you?
4. What life-lessons have you learned? How did you learn them?
5. Do your friends challenge you to be better? Do you challenge them?
6. What one thing do you want adults to know about you or about your generation? What could
adults learn from teens today?
7. What types of situations create uneasiness? Fear? Doubt?
8. What about the Youth Gathering might be a brand-new experience for you? How do you react
in new situations? What are you hoping to learn through this experience?
9. How might our adult leaders help you get the most out of this experience?
10. What can you uniquely bring to the group and to the experience of the Youth
Gathering? Leadership? Humor? Encouragement?
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Other Ideas for Engaging Supportive Adults for Your Youth
• Search online for Group Building Games, Team Challenge Games and other group mixer
games! You can also check out YouthESource
(http://www.youthesource.com/category/free-resources/activitiesgames/) or downloadyouthministry.com.
• Go on a pre-gathering retreat overnight to bond! Go to another church in town and stay
overnight, playing games, diving into the pre-gathering Bible studies, and having great
conversations.
• Go to a local escape room for a youth ministry outing. You learn so much about your team
in that 60 minutes of time crunching mystery!
• Have your both youth and adults take the Myers Brigg personality quiz
at https://www.16personalities.com/free-personality-test discuss how this information
helps you work together. Who in your group are the early risers or the night owls? Who is a
planner and who just goes with the flow? How might this help avoid conflict in the
future?
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Communication and Logistics
• Many groups have daily t-shirts so everyone in your group is easily identifiable. This is
especially important while traveling if you’re flying! Have students design them! Have fun with
them!
•

Investigate alternative methods of transportation. Sometimes a bus across the US sounds
fun, but it’s simply not possible if you live too far away. Flying with a large group might sound
difficult, but if you communicate the expectations clearly, it’s fun. Depending on your location,
travel by train might be possible and a fun, new, affordable option! Keep in mind that youth will
want to sit by their friends, so help empower them to make wise choices with who they sit near
on the long adventure to Houston.

•

Have quick daily small group leader (chaperone) time without the students, just 5-10 minutes.
Make sure everyone is on the same page with any situations or drama that may be popping up.
That way your leaders can redirect, handle, or stop a situation before it blows up. Spend time
going over logistics, schedule for the day, and allow your leaders to share issues, ideas or
solutions they have for the day.

•

Make sure each adult leader is caring for themselves. Leading youth to and from an LCMS
Youth Gathering can be stressful. Hearing about their life joys, problems and struggles can
really be a huge weight. They need you to be fresh and emotionally focused the whole trip. The
only way to do so is make sure you take time to do whatever it is to keep yourself healthy (drink
water, get alone time, chat with family back home, eat well, get a few more minutes of sleep,
take a nap mid-day, go to an adult session.) You get the point. You know what you need, do it
so that you can survive and thrive the whole trip.
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